Lesson 21: Health and Sickness

21A. Instructions: listen to the people talking. If the second person says they are sick, circle the word *uné?* and then circle the symptoms that they say they have. If the second person is not sick, circle *ta*.

1. *uné?* ta
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2. *uné?* ta
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3. *uné?* ta
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4. *uné?* ta
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5. *uné?* ta
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21B. **Instructions:** listen to the sick person. Circle all of the symptoms that they mention, and cross out the symptoms that they DO NOT mention.
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Lesson 22: Clothes 2

22A. Instructions: as the speaker answers each question, circle the item that matches their answer.
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22B. **Instructions:** listen to the answers to the questions. If the item shown is being worn, circle it. If it is NOT being worn, cross it out.
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Lesson 23: Family 1

23A. Instructions: listen as the speaker answers questions about their family. Based on what you hear, draw a line from the relationship word to the correct person.

1. lʔew

2. skʷuy

3. łccʔu

4. qečč

5. sínce?
23B. **Instructions:** listen as the speaker answers questions about their family. Based on what you hear, draw a line from the relationship word to the correct person.

1. Łccu?
   - A. plasí

2. Tuń
   - B. susán

3. Łčičše?
   - C. elís

4. Mestm
   - D. plasuwe

5. Łqáqce
   - E. malí
Lesson 24: Family 2

24A. Instructions: listen as the speaker answers questions about their family. Based on what you hear, draw a line from the relationship word to the correct person.

1. qáxe? A. plasí

2. tetíkwé? B. susán

3. ṣxépe C. tapít

4. smamá D. elís

5. qéne? E. malí
24B. **Instructions:** listen as the speaker answers questions about their family. Based on what you hear, draw a line from the person to the correct relationship word, and then circle the person’s correct age.

1. 
   ![Image](image1)
   - čon
   - **A.** síle?
     - 69  59

2. 
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   - susép
   - **B.** yayá?
     - 72  75

3. 
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   - kctlí
   - **C.** skwúkwi?
     - 43  34

4. 
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   - lucí
   - **D.** nunúme?
     - 78  68

5. 
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   - susét
   - **E.** strmélis
     - 41  49
25A. **Instructions:** listen to the answers to the questions. If the speaker completed the task, circle the corresponding picture pair. If they did NOT complete the task, cross out the picture pair.